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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2014. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New.
Some risks are worth taking. The cards are stacking up against Gabriel James: first there s Phil, the
guy paying the bills for Gabe s mom (but not leaving his wife). Then there s Gabe s new school, filled
with kids competing for the Ivies, Silicon Valley, and Wall Street--while Gabe s just trying to swing
enough Cs to graduate. Gabe s luck seems ready to change when he meets Irina Petrova: a hot
violinist who is home-schooled by her strict Russian parents. When Gabe gets her number, he
impresses the top guys at his school. When he becomes the drug connection for parties, his
reputation is solidified. How else is he going to afford hanging with his new crew and impressing
Irina? Anyway, it s not really dealing if you re just hooking up friends.right? Gabe s never been loyal
to a girl before, but he finds himself falling for Irina hard. As the stakes are raised, Gabe will have to
decide how high he s willing to bet on school, on friends, on Irina--but most of all, on himself.
Mature content, ages 14 and up.
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ReviewsReviews

The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gladys Conroy-- Gladys Conroy

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any writer. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to gonna read through once
more once again later on. I am just happy to explain how this is actually the very best book i have got go through during my individual existence and might
be he greatest ebook for ever.
-- Wilbert Connelly-- Wilbert Connelly
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